A food polymer science approach to structure-property relationships in aqueous food systems: non-equilibrium behavior of carbohydrate-water systems.
Descriptions of the functional significance of carbohydrates based on the familiar equilibrium thermodynamics of very dilute solutions fail for pragmatical time scales and conditions, which are far from equilibrium. This is not too surprising, since limiting partial-molar properties reflect the independent behavior of solute in the limit of infinite dilution where free volume is maximum at a given temperature, while Tg'-Wg' properties reflect the cooperative behavior of solute-plasticizer blends at the limiting minimum value of free volume to observe relaxation within experimental time scales. Carbohydrate-water systems, with well-characterized structure and MW above and below the entanglement limit, provide a unique framework for the investigation of non-equilibrium behavior. Thermal analysis by DSC reveals the central role of water as a plasticizer for carbohydrates and of the glass transition as a physicochemical parameter that governs their properties, processing, and stability. A classical polymer science approach is used to study structure-property relationships of carbohydrates as water-compatible food polymers, which are treated as homologous systems of polymers, oligomers, and monomers with their plasticizers and solvents. Mechanical relaxation behavior is described by a "transformation map" of the critical variables of moisture content, temperature, and time. The glass curve is a reference contour, which represents the limiting isogram for free volume, local viscosity, relaxation rates, and rotational and translational mobility. Map domains are discussed as aspects of "water dynamics," to dispel the myth of "bound water," and "glass dynamics," to relate to macroscopic structure and collapse phenomena. A particular glass with invariant composition and Tg (prepared by freeze-concentration) is identified as a pivotal and practical reference state. The Tg observed during DSC analysis is often an effective Tg, resulting from instantaneous relative relaxation rates and non-uniform distribution of total sample moisture. Non-equilibrium melting, annealing, and gelation/recrystallization of kinetically metastable, partially crystalline carbohydrate systems exhibit non-Arrhenius kinetics which depend on the magnitude of delta T above the appropriate Tg, as defined by WLF relaxation transformations. Thermally reversible aqueous gels (crystallized from an under-cooled, rubbery melt) are described by a "fringed micelle" structural model for a three-dimensional polymer network, composed of microcrystalline junction zones crosslinking plasticized amorphous regions of flexible-coiled, entangled chain segments.